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THE STRATEGY SHEET

The Strategy Sheets are plans of the Power Puzzle missions. We carefully looked at how
each missions worked and strategized on how we could do them. We made specific details
on what the robot would do, before we started building. This is the first time we have ever
done this. It helped us have a plan of exactly how we wanted to solve each mission. After
each mission sheet was finished any one could begin making the attachments or start the
program. We all worked on this together, so no one worked on a single mission; because of
this we could switch missions and know what our plan was for it. The sheet also show
exactly what missions the robot will be doing on each program, where it is supposed to be,
and how it got there, cited in angles and CM. Last year, we ended up not using good
solutions we had thought of at the beginning at the season because we had to combine some
missions later in the season to get them under the 2:30 minutes. We didn’t want that to
happen again this year, so we started to use the strategy sheets. After we built and
programmed all of the missions according to the plan, we ran all the missions and figured
out what we needed to change to make the programs better and more useful. We changed
the running order so we fumbled less with moving things around in base and in the parking
lot, added spikes to make the corn/uranium arm more like a rake than a shovel and we
adapted the tree holder so the arm’s lift didn’t tip them out of scoring position. We didn’t,
however, make significant changes to the plan.

GURE 1 STRATEGY SHEET FOR WINDMILL AND POWER LINE DELIVERY
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FIGURE 2 STRATEGY SHEETFOR CORN/COAL/URANIUM

FIGURE 3 STRATEGY SHEET FOR VEHICLE CHOICE
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PROPORTIONAL CONTROL

At the very beginning of the program, a task split starts the filter subvi, which will
remain active throughout the rest of the program. Then the containers holding the
necessary parameters (like dark threshold, and timeout length) are filled with user-defined
values. After the containers are properly defined, a task split starts the motors, which will
run for a certain distance and time (both of which are defined by the user). At the bottom of
figure 3 is a task split which is the “fail-safe function.” After the robot reaches the specified
number of rotations or the program has been running for longer than the specified amount
of time, the robot will reverse its motors, bringing it back to base.
While the robot is still moving forwards, the main task begins the process of
counting lines. In the loop, the robot first waits for a dark spot on the board. Once it
reaches this, it will wait for a light spot again. It does this to ensure that the robot does not
count a wide line multiple times. After it has seen white, it adds one to the container storing
the number of lines detected. The program runs until it has reached the specified number
of lines, at which point it exits the loop, plays a note, and ends all tasks. We tested this
program extensively, running it over the trees and puzzle pieces, and it successfully ignores
short-term dark readings. We also set N to 1, 2, and 3 and the program reliably stops after
the first street, after the river, and after the second street, respectively.
We use closed loop proportional control to precisely control the NXT motors. We set motor
power to achieve a specific rotation value. That rotation value, called the setpoint, can be
changed to make the wheels turn a specified amount. The subvi goes through this
algorithm: motor_power_level=(current_rotation_sensor_value-setpoint)*gain

Gain is a variable that determines how sensitive the motors are to differences between the
setpoint and current rotation value. This will be discussed in more detail later.
Both motor A and motor C (our wheel drive motors) are independently controlled.
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FIGURE 4 ALGORITHMS THAT CONTROL MOTOR POSITION FOR BOTH A AND C.

Figure 2 is a graph of the motor value (red) vs power level (blue), and the setpoint (yellow)
all with time (seconds) on the independent axis and encoder values (degrees) on the
dependant axis. You can see that as the encoder values increase, the power levels
decreases. However, when the motor goes past the setpoint (100), the power level
reverses, to bring the motor back to the setpoint.

FIGURE 5 MOTOR POSITION AND POWER IN RESPONSE TO SETPOINT CHANGE.

The theory behind the control algorithm is to set the motor power proportional to the error
between the setpoint and the current rotation value.

The gain is the determinate of how actively the motor pursues the setpoint, and is the
proportionality constant. A high gain means a small difference in error is magnified greatly.
This makes the motors much more jumpy, which can make the wheels skid back and forth
across the setpoint. A lower gain makes the robot more relaxed, but has the problem of
making it less precise because the motor power levels are not as great, the robot’s mass
stops it sooner.

To avoid this is use two different gains. We use a lower gain when the motor is
further away, to make it more relaxed and less jumpy, and we use a higher gain when we get
closer, to get the precision we need. As you can see on figure 2, the motor eventually
maintains its position on the setpoint (yellow line).

The program changes its gain by detecting how far away it is from its setpoint. If it
is within a certain distance, it increases the gain. However, if the error then changes, higher
or lower, to outside that distance, the gain is lowered again. Both motors’ gains are also
individually controlled.
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FIGURE 6 THE PART OF THE PROGRAM THAT CHANGES THE GAINS.

FIGURE 7 EXAMPLE OF THE USE OF PROPORTIONAL CONTROL IN A MISSION PROGRAM.

Figure 4 is a clip of one of the programs that uses proportional control. The setpoints for
Motor A and Motor C are incremented separately, and the wait for block is put there to give
the proportional control time to move the motors.
Because this program is so complex, abstract it to a subvi, that can be easily included in any
mission algorithm.

FIGURE 8 THE PROPORTIONAL CONTROL SUBVI.
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The –1 integer constant attached to the bottom is a switch, so that we can use the same
subvi for both Scorpia and Quby. With Quby, the Motor A orientation is flipped, so whatever
setpoint we give it needs to be inverted to make the both wheels go forward when both
setpoints are increased. Inside the proportional control subvi, whatever setpoint you give it
is multiplied by “switch”. This switch is –1 for quby, and +1 for scorpia.

In proportional control, we use named containers, which are easier to keep track of
than numbered, generic containers. This means that instead of saying “to make motor A go
forward we have to add X amount to container 42”, we can simply say
“setpointA=setpointA+42”. This makes the programs much more self-commenting and
readable.

FORGIVING PARLOR SYNDROME

The EOT chose to develop two robots separately, to minimize the effects of the Forgiving
Parlor Syndrome. Forgiving Parlor Syndrome is an effect we have seen in past years: we fine
tuned our robots to a specific table, only to have our adjustments nullified when we move to
a new mat at the competition.

FIGURE 9 THE TWO ROBOTS. QUBY ON THE LEFT, SCORPIA ON THE RIGHT.

The two robots were designed to have the same gear ratios, wheel size and sensor usages.
However, the two are not the same robot; the two are different in several ways. The first is
that the motor orientations of motor A are inversed. If a certain program made Scorpia go
forward, that same program would make Quby rotate. Also, on Quby, the front arms are
much longer than Scorpia’s, and the location of the NXT is different. However, nearly
identical programs operate on Quby and Scorpia, due to the adjustment of the Proportional
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Control subvi. See the page on Proportional control for more details.
To further reduce Forgiving Parlor Syndrome, we run the robots on two separate tables, at
two different houses. If both robots work reliably on both tables, we know that our
programs are robust.

SCORPIA

The Scorpia robot is a 4 wheeled robot with a 5 to 3 gear ratio. The wheels are carefully
spaced so that the robot can pivot on one point and can also go in a straight line. The arms
or “pincers” on the robot help it to grab onto the things, such as the house. These also
double as a touch sensor, when the arms are pressed, a touch sensor embedded into the
robot. While two motors drive the wheels, another motor drives an arm with a modular
attachment to switch attachments. The brick is also easy to get on and off so that we can
easily change the batteries. A touch sensor attached to the arm motor allows us to change
and chose programs easily. Also, wheels on the sides of the robot allow it to slide along
walls. This is one of the robots that we use.

FIGURE 10THE SCORPIA ROBOT

SUBVERSION
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One of the major improvements that we made this year was to start using subversion.
Subversion is an online version tracking database ware we stored all our programs and doc.
Using a subversion repository that kept all of our latest programs in one place ware they
were easily found. It also allowed us to work at home and other places easily because we
could just check out the latest version, make the changes that we wanted to before putting it
back up so that everyone else could see what we have done as soon as we finish it. Another
feature of subversion, is version control. This feature takes care of all the versioning and
knowing if you have the correct program. It also allowed us togo back into the version
history of the programs and get back an old one if the new one dose not working. This
helped us greatly at the end of the year because we were not lost in the soup of versions like
we were last year.
Trunk
Docs

Tags
Missions 1-6

Prototypes

Common

Release 1

SubVIs

FIGURE 11THE SUBVERSION SYSTEM

The Trunk is ware all the work is done. It is hear that we do our work, our modifying and
our testing. The missions folder is ware the mission programs are kept. The docs folder is
for docs. Prototypes is for things that have are not complete and don’t have a place. It is also
ware scraped programs go instead of deleting them so that they are not lost. Common is for
things that have been thoroughly tested and will be used in many programs, things like
SubVIs and other programs that will be used in a verity of places. Last SubVIs is for SubVIs
that work but are not heavily used and not working all the time. The tags are for releases,
which are when we have a group of things that are working well and should not be
modified.

THE MISSIONS

CORN, COAL, URANIUM
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Our first solution for the Corn/Uranium/Coal mission was a plow-like attachment made of
rounded beams. This did not work well because if any of the corn/uranium was under the
plow, they would slide out and be left at the farm. Our present attachment is made from
multiple vertically placed axles that resemble a rake. We changed this because now if any of
the corn pieces fall out they will usually be trapped by the axles. The arm is attached with a
module block so it can be attached and removed easily. The coal attachment is always on
the robot. “Sir Shield in Hand” hits the coal switch as the robot backs up from the
corn/uranium. A campher, mounted with a wheel, is attached on the side of the robot which
helps it run along the wall when it is backing up toward the coal cart. Then it curves back
into base.

FIGURE 12THE CORN URANIUM AND COAL ATTACHMENT

BARRELS

The barrels task runs down the wall retrieves the barrels and comes back. It uses
proportional control to make the outside motor go farther that the motor closer to the wall
so that it rides along it. The barrels program has two tasks, the first is just moving down the
wall and back with proportional control and the second is to look for stall.
Detecting Stall
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To do this it fills a container with the value of motor-a’s rotation sensor and then waits for half a
second before filling a different container the same rotations sensor’s value. After putting both
these values in containers they are compared, if they are different it has not stalled and the
process begins again. However if they are the same it stalled and the program triggers a blue
event causing it to jump to the end of the program making it return to base.

FIGURE 13 FIG 1 BARRELS SUBVI

The attachment for the barrels is a container that fits between the arms of the robot. An arm is
attached at an angle that when the robot hits the barrels platform the arms forces the lever down
so that the barrels fall into the container.
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FIGURE 14BARREL RELEASING ATTACHMENT

TOUCH SWITCH

Touch Switch is the user control program that controls when and what tasks the robot will run
next. It uses the touch sensor on the top of the robot to switch between programs. When the
program starts, it looks for how many times the touch sensor is pressed. The program that runs is
determined by the number of times the touch is pressed. It then runs the task, which has been put
into subvi format so that all the tasks can be put into the program easily. This program is used to
reduces program switching time. It also allows us to easily run any of the programs again without
starting and stopping the program.
Detecting the number of touches is not as easy as it seems. When the program starts it loops for
two seconds while adding one to a container when the touch sensor is released. As shown in
figure 3, the program looks for the number of times the touch sensor is touched and then released
because if it just looked for touch it easily finds thousands of touches. then using the number in
the container to chose which task to run. At the end of the program it waits for touch before
jumping back to the beginning of the program and looking for the number of touches.
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FIGURE 15 TOUCH SWITCH PROGRAM

SOLAR PANEL & TRUCK

The solar panel mission works on proportional control to go to the second line. The robot
then pivots until the back light sensor hits black. It then goes straight until it hits the house,
and then checks the back light sensor for the road. If it sees it, it means that the robot has
hit the house dead on and can now lower both arms to put the solar panel on the house and
the truck. If it misses it swings its arm so that it hooks onto the house. Next it moves back
and forth to get onto the house. (And also to get that tree out of the way!) pulls itself out of
there and then go back to base.

THE SOLAR PANEL ATTACHMENT

The solar panel attachment it designed specifically to hook the solar panel onto the roof. It
has a pivot point in the middle of the attachment to swing the solar panel onto the roof. It
holds the solar panel strongly so that it doesn’t fall out if it is pointed downwards, and only
if it is pulled out. Another arm off of the attachment drops the wave turbine into the ocean.
Then the arm drop the solar panel, it releases another arm that does the truck

THE TRUCK ATTACHMENT

The truck attachment was debated on what to use to grab the truck. We first thought of
using axles to grab it, but it was too unreliable. Then we thought of wheels. They grab onto
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the truck and stick to it so that they drag it back to base. But as a backup we used axles
farter on the attachment. This combination almost always gets the truck.

FIGURE 16 ROBOT DELIVERING THE SOLAR PANEL AND CATCHING THE TRUCK

STOPPING AT NTH LINE

LIGHT SENSOR FILTER SUBVI

During the course of the season, we discovered that the NXT light sensors were
slightly unreliable. The values they produced were prone to abrupt fluctuations, which
would occasionally cause the robot to falsely detect a line. To fix this, we wrote the light
sensor filter subvi, shown in figure 1. This program takes samples from the NXT light
sensor and smoothes out the values returned by it. Here’s how it works:
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FIGURE 17 LIGHT SENSOR FILTER SUBVI

At the beginning of the program, the value of the light sensor is stored in a container
called “manipulated average.” Then the light sensor value (“s2”) is multiplied by ten and
stored in a container named “sensorxten.” We do this to avoid integer round-off problems.
The next block is the filter. Here the current value is multiplied by nine and the new value is
multiplied by one (actually not multiplied at all). They are then added together. This makes
the current value nine times more important than the new value, so the filtered value will
change slowly even if the raw sensor value changes quickly. The difference between the
filtered and unfiltered signals can be seen in figure 2 below.

FIGURE 18 FILTERED LIGHT SIGNAL
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The blue line represents the value returned by the filter subvi, and the red line
represents the original light sensor value. As is shown in figure 2, the line returned by the
filter subvi is slightly smoother than the original line.

STOP AT NTH LINE SUBVI
Many of our missions require finding dark lines on the playing field reliably.
Because of this, we designed a subvi that would be capable of counting the number of lines
detected by the robot. This became known as the Stop at Nth Line Subvi, and it was utilized
in many of our programs.

FIGURE 19 STOP AT NTH LINE SUBVI

PROGRAM LISTINGS
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